Investor Update
10th April 2020
COVID-19 – Infrasonix Business Impact & Team Response
First and foremost, we hope this update finds you and your
families safe and healthy in this trying time. The Infrasonix
team recognizes that you, our family of investors, may be
wondering how the COVID-19 global pandemic is impacting
our daily work. We hope this update offers reassurance
that Infrasonix continues to move full steam ahead.

Research and Development Impact
The Infrasonix R & D team works significantly through a decentralized business model from remote
offices throughout the country and around the world. While the impact of COVID-19 is not trivial, the
team has been able to continue to contribute work that enhances our goals during these difficult
times.
The physical set-up of our in-house testing equipment that has been received from NASA and other
vendors, has been placed on a temporary hold as we comply with all State and federal guidelines
regarding social distancing. We remain confident that most of our contract workers will be able to
return in the coming weeks. Rest assured we are well prepared to forge ahead and make up for lost
time.
In the meantime, the research teams continue to hold weekly ‘virtual ‘update meetings via
conference call, to review their individual work contributions, and plan for a hardware set-up ‘surge’
as soon as the Governor of Georgia approves a return to the office here in Lawrenceville.

Corporate Development
It will come as no surprise that the many planned business meetings and the travel associated with
them, have had to be cancelled due to the travel restrictions and closures that have been put in place
during the current pandemic. However, communication remains prevalent and our future calendar
continues to fill with many opportunities we intend to take advantage of as soon as travel and face to
face meetings are once again the norm. Our team is working every day to assure that we can come up
with creative ways to overcome these short-term obstacles and we will report on the developments
in the next quarterly update.
The Infrasonix team is continually reviewing all small business stimulus programs offered in the wake
of this pandemic and intends to utilize any such program that is determined to be beneficial to the
company.
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The Future
COVID-19 has once again exposed the global healthcare system’s inability to provide rapid
confirmatory diagnosis of infection. It should be of great comfort for Infrasonix investors to reflect
that our technology seeks to provide reliable non-invasive early diagnosis of disease states across a
multitude of medical practice areas. Perhaps a 10-second pulmonary sound sampling using our
technology may be able to provide an almost instantaneous diagnosis of the next novel respiratory
illness like COVID-19.
Kind
It is
theRegards,
prospect of this, and other amazing potential innovations derived from this technology that
keep us all hard at work during these difficult times. We want to extend our warmest wishes to you
and your families for good health and a safe journey through these very trying times.
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